The Yocum Library
Resources for Philosophy

Print Books

The Yocum Library has hundreds of print books on Philosophy that you can check out of the library. Subjects include but are not limited to Ancient through Modern Philosophy, Logic, and Philosophers. Titles include *Women Philosophers of the Early Modern Period*, *Classic Philosophical Questions*, and *Introduction to Aristotle*. If you want to browse the collection on floor 3, the call numbers range from B through BD.

Print books circulate for four weeks and can be renewed if not requested by others.

E-Books

Our collection also includes 500+ E-books under “Philosophy” in EBSCOhost’s E-books. Titles include *The Science of Logic*, *Origins of Responsibility*, and *Climate Ethics*.

DVDs

Next to the reference collection are the Philosophy DVDs. Titles include *Is the Tall Man Happy?*, *Howard Zinn*, and *The Ascent of Man*. These items may be checked out for 4 weeks.

Epictetus

Print books holdings are found by using the Yocum Library catalog. This catalog also contains the holdings of the Berks County Public Libraries.

College libraries have a collection of print books that are used just in the library. These books are called the “reference” or “research” collection. The Yocum Library research collection of philosophy books are on floor 2 near the Research Librarians’ offices. Titles include *Encyclopedia of Philosophy*, *Latin American Philosophy for the 21st Century*, and *The World’s Great Philosophers*.

The Yocum Librarians

Days—Ms. Kim Stahler
610-372-4721 x 5057
& Ms. Brenna Corbit
610-372-4721 x 5033

Evenings—Ms. Patricia Nouhra
610-372-4721 x 5053
& Ms. Valerie Schaeffer
610-607-6237

Weekends—Ms. Marcina Wagner
610-607-6237
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ONLINE DATABASES

Remote access usernames & passwords are found in Canvas.

ProQuest Central

- Largest aggregated full text database with over 8,400 titles in full text
- Hundreds of full text US and international newspapers including *The New York Times*
- Hundreds of subjects including philosophy

Cambridge Companions to Philosophy, Religion, and Culture

- Plato through Kant to Habermas, and philosophical movements such as the Scottish Enlightenment and German Idealism

Philosophy Now Magazine (for on-campus use only)

- Contains articles on all aspects of Western philosophy, as well as book reviews, letters, news, cartoons, and the occasional short story
- Most widely-read philosophy periodical in the English language

Project Muse

- Prestigious humanities and social sciences journals
- Over 30 philosophy journals such as *Ethics and the Environment*, *Journal of the History of Philosophy*, and *Philosophy of Public Affairs*

Oxford Reference Library

- Over 15,000 concise definitions and in-depth encyclopedic entries in all aspects of philosophy. Click on this picture for the philosophy section

WEBSITES

Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy

- The standard in the field

Sophia Project

- Founded by college educators in 1999, focusing on ethics

Internet Encyclopedia of Philosophy

- Peer-reviewed academic resource

Please help us improve this guide by answering this short survey online.

Auguste Rodin’s *The Thinker*

Published by The Yocum Library of